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Stephan Wolfert was drunk when he hopped off an Amtrak train somewhere in
Montana, toting a rucksack of clothes and a cooler stocked with ice, peanut butter,
bread and Miller High Life — bottles, not cans. It was 1991, he was 24, and he had
recently seen his best friend fatally wounded in a military training exercise.
His mind in need of a salve, he went to a play: “Richard III,” the story of a king
who was also a soldier. In Shakespeare’s words, he heard an echo of his own
experience, and though he had been raised to believe that being a tough guy was the
only way to be a man, something cracked open inside him.
“I was sobbing,” Mr. Wolfert, now 50 and an actor, said recently over coffee in
Chelsea. “I didn’t know you could have emotions out loud.”
That road-to-Damascus moment — not coming to Jesus, but coming to
Shakespeare — is part of the story that Mr. Wolfert tells in his solo show, “Cry
Havoc!,” which starts performances Wednesday, March 15, at the New Ohio Theater.
Taking its title from Mark Antony’s speech over the slain Caesar in “Julius Caesar,” it
intercuts Mr. Wolfert’s own memories with text borrowed from Shakespeare.
Decoupling those lines from their plays, Mr. Wolfert uses them to explore strength
and duty, bravery and trauma, examining what it is to be in the military and what it
is to carry that experience back into civilian life.
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“Cry Havoc!” is being produced by the Off Broadway company Bedlam, praised for
its spare and nimble stagings of plays like “Saint Joan” and “Sense & Sensibility.”
The company also has an outreach program for veterans led by Mr. Wolfert. But
both Mr. Wolfert and Eric Tucker, Bedlam’s artistic director, agree that this show
must succeed as theater for the audience, not just as therapy for the actor.
“One-person shows, come on, those are like hit or miss — and mostly miss,” said
Mr. Tucker, the director of “Cry Havoc!” who’s known Mr. Wolfert since their days in
graduate school at Trinity Rep Conservatory. “We’re not just doing this as a vet
outreach thing. I’m not doing it to put my friend onstage. If it wasn’t good, I
wouldn’t put it up.”
A master of self-deprecation, Mr. Wolfert recalled the time several years ago,
when he was still living in Los Angeles, that he performed an early version of the
show for Mr. Tucker. When Mr. Wolfert finished, the director was distinctly
unimpressed.
“He goes, ‘Well, you certainly had a lot of emotions, but I didn’t,’” Mr. Wolfert
said, laughing.
Mr. Tucker told him he needed to be honest with the audience — to show that
he was a mess of a human being, not hide behind humor and pretend he was doing
fine. So Mr. Wolfert gathered his courage, and they set to work to fix it.

Joining Up, Getting Out
You can’t hear his accent anymore — that’s how diligently he has labored to
erase it — but Mr. Wolfert grew up in La Crosse, Wis., on the Mississippi River,
where the locals sound like cousins to Frances McDormand in “Fargo.” A sensitive
little boy in a working-class family, he yearned to perform, especially to dance.
Fearing ridicule, he took up martial arts instead.
After high school, he joined the Minnesota National Guard. Recruited for officer
training, he stayed in the service for seven years, until 1993. When the first Persian
Gulf war began, he was activated but not sent. He did spend time, though, with the
School of the Americas, a military training institute at Fort Benning, Ga.
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Along the way, even before his best friend was killed, accidentally shot in a
nighttime exercise at the Army’s National Training Center in California, he began to
question what he was doing, and to recoil at the notion that there is always glory in
sacrificing one’s life for one’s country. “Honor,” he scoffed, and noted Falstaff’s
speech on the topic from “Henry IV, Part I” — a highlight of “Cry Havoc!” for him.
“Can honor set to a leg?” Falstaff asks. “No. Or an arm? No. Or take away the
grief of a wound? No. Honor hath no skill in surgery, then? No.”
As he and Mr. Tucker, a veteran of the Navy Reserve, have reshaped “Cry
Havoc!” for New York, Mr. Wolfert has been thinking of adding Wilfred Owen’s
World War I poem “Dulce et Decorum Est,” which describes in ghastly detail a man
dying in action. “I struggle to read the thing and not sob,” Mr. Wolfert said.
He knows how it feels to be repelled by a war, even adamantly opposed to it, and
to be simultaneously tempted to join the fight.
“I disagreed with both the Iraq and Afghanistan invasions, and yet when they
extended the age to 40, I examined re-enlisting,” he said. “I felt like, I don’t agree,
but if we’re going to be there, I should be there. Maybe I can save more lives —
somehow? Look at the hubris in that. But that’s what went through my head.”
His back rebelled, though, when he strapped on a 65-pound rucksack and went
for a run. “The cold, hard reality is I was a nondeployable asset,” he said. “I wasn’t
going to do anyone any good.”
Mr. Wolfert worked with veterans in his own theater company during his
decade in Los Angeles and has had supporting roles in Bedlam productions since
moving to Brooklyn in 2013 with his wife, Dawn Stern, a former actress.
“Cry Havoc!,” which he has performed in various incarnations since 2012, puts
him in the spotlight alone — laying bare his fragility, just as Mr. Tucker urged. Fixing
the show meant rebalancing it, making the narration strong enough — and candid
enough — to stand alongside the Shakespeare.
This time, though, Mr. Wolfert seeks something new. Sober for four years, and
happy, he is determined not to let other people’s opinions dictate his behavior
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anymore. Yet a part of him hungers to know how he measures up, doing
Shakespeare in New York.
“Do I deserve to be in the big leagues as an actor?” he asked.
It’s a vulnerable question. But he is more eager than afraid to find out.

Healing and Dealing
On a Monday night in early February, in an upstairs room at the Sheen Center
on Bleecker Street, nearly 20 people gathered in a circle of chairs. This was Bedlam’s
free, weekly veterans-only acting class, a place where healing and dealing are at least
as important as the art.
The students are a multigenerational range of ranks and service branches,
mostly men with a sprinkling of women. (A weekly Tuesday night class exclusively
for female veterans, a more recent and as yet unfunded addition to the program, will
go on hiatus during “Cry Havoc!”)
Mr. Wolfert tries to keep the stress low: There is no apologizing for anything, no
raising of hands to speak, no scene-study-style critique of anyone’s performance.
Not all of these veterans are pursuing acting careers, but Chris Walker is. A
strapping former Marine captain who served in Afghanistan, he stepped to the
center of the circle when Mr. Wolfert asked for a volunteer to do a monologue.
Mr. Walker, 30, delivered a speech from “Macbeth” that he had been practicing
for a month — the “If it were done when ’tis done” soliloquy, Macbeth’s debate with
himself about whether to kill Duncan, the king. The class isn’t about performing
Shakespeare’s plays; as in “Cry Havoc!,” Mr. Wolfert is interested in how a given
monologue might resonate with a veteran, not what it means in its original context.
So as he led Mr. Walker through line reading after line reading, Mr. Wolfert
gently but persistently asked him to think about what Macbeth, who’s experienced in
war, is considering: killing someone in civilian life.
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“We don’t kill people off the battlefield,” Mr. Wolfert said, and the conversation
tripped from the text to real life. Speaking softly and with palpable anguish, Mr.
Walker recounted a physical fight this winter that he didn’t start and didn’t want, in
which he tried hard not to hurt his attacker even as someone goaded him from the
sidelines to do what he was trained to do.
“Suddenly I was in adrenaline mode, and I hadn’t felt like that since the last
time I had killed somebody,” Mr. Walker said. “It felt invasive and wrong. It’s not
supposed to be like that at home.”
“Right. Right!” Mr. Wolfert said, and downshifted his excitement into soothing
assurances of safety. “We’ve got you. You can leave this exercise at any time. All
right?”
“Yeah,” Mr. Walker said.
“But just to explore it, can you do whatever it takes to get into that moment, that
conflict that you just described?”
Mr. Walker paused for several beats, and when he dived once more into the
monologue, the difference was extraordinary. His breathing was slower and more
intense, his voice more powerful yet edged with a quaver. Afterward, he explained
that he was thinking as he spoke about making a different choice in that fight:
hurting the other guy.
To Mr. Wolfert, who teaches controlled methods of accessing charged
memories, the need to retool a lethal skill set for civilian life is a vital task that the
military leaves people to figure out on their own.
“That’s something that we hold uniquely, I think, as veterans,” he told the class.
“We know what we’re capable of — even for the so-called peacetime or Cold War
vets. The training’s still there. And I don’t care if you’re a clerk typist. You still fired a
weapon at a human silhouette.”
This, he believes, is where Shakespeare can prove an ally: as a means to
understand trauma, and to start coming back from it.
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A version of this article appears in print on March 12, 2017, on Page AR7 of the New York edition with the
headline: Using Shakespeare to Ease War’s Trauma.
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